IRISH DEVELOPMENT LAND
MARKET
REVIEW 2019, OUTLOOK 2020

OVERVIEW
•

Approximately €1.2bn transacted across the
Greater Dublin Area (GDA), Cork, Limerick and
Galway in 2019.

•

Sites to be used for residential purposes dominated
development land activity, accounting for
approximately €810m worth of turnover.

•

The number of sites sold declined in the year, falling
from 203 in 2018 to 125 in 2019.

•

Across the GDA, comprising of Dublin, Meath,
Kildare and Wicklow, approximately €976m of total
turnover was recorded, with Dublin contributing to
the largest proportion of this, €824m.

•

Outside of Dublin, Cork continues to be the
strongest regional market, contributing €133m of
turnover in 2019.

•

In excess of €380m was sale agreed by the end
of December 2019 across the GDA, Cork, Limerick
and Galway, signalling a healthy demand for
development sites for the year ahead.

Greater Dublin Area, Cork, Limerick and Galway

€1.2bn
APPROXIMATELY €1.2BN WORTH OF
DEVELOPMENT LAND TRANSACTED IN THE
GDA, CORK, LIMERICK AND GALWAY IN 2019.

70%
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT LAND
SITES ACCOUNTED FOR 70% OF
TURNOVER IN 2019.

2019 (Approx.)

YOY % Change

Movement

Total Value of Land Transacted

€1.2bn

-16%



Of which was for Residential Development

€810m

-13%



Total Volume of Sites Transacted

125 sites

-38%



Of which was for Residential Development

92 sites

-29%



Value of €5m+ sales

€1.01bn

-14%



Value of sub €5m sales

€150m

-29%



Total Value Transacted

€976m

-22%



Total Volume Transacted

76 sites

-42%



Greater Dublin Area (GDA)

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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IRISH DEVELOPMENT LAND MARKET
TRANSACTION ACTIVITY
The Irish development land market recorded
robust turnover in 2019. Driven by demand
for residential development opportunities,
2019 witnessed approximately €1.2bn worth
of development land transact across the GDA,
and the regional centres of Cork, Limerick
and Galway.
Although this represents a decrease on the comparable
turnover recorded in 2018, approximately €1.4bn, the
market remains buoyant with total turnover exceeding
€1bn for the second consecutive year in over a decade.
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Notable transactions in the year included the sale of the
sought-after TUD Kevin Street Campus, Dublin 8. The
campus grounds were acquired by global institutional
investor York Capital and Dublin-based developer
Westridge Real Estate for €140m. The 3.57-acre site is
widely recognised as one of the best redevelopment
opportunities offered in Dublin city centre in the last
number of years.
Other transactions of note include the residential
development site of Project Eden, Cherrywood, Dublin
18, acquired by Lone Star and Quintain, from Hines and
King Street Capital, for a price in the region of €127m.
The 118-acre site is capable of delivering in excess of
2,500 houses and apartments. Additionally, another
€100m+ residential development site to transact in
Dublin was the Drumcondra Portfolio. Hines acquired
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*Includes the Greater Dublin Area of Dublin, Kildare, Meath and
Wicklow, and the regional centres of Cork, Galway and Limerick.
Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research

125
Approximately 125 development land sites
sold across the GDA, Cork, Limerick and Galway
in 2019.
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Development Land Transactions by Lot Size, Volume vs
Value, 2019
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the site for €105m in the final quarter of 2019,
comprising more than 19 acres close to Croke Park, the
land has the potential to deliver 1,200 residential units.

€133m. This represents an increase from €106m
recorded over the comparable period in 2018.
Following Cork, Kildare accounted for 9% of turnover
recorded, or €108m. The market in Kildare was
strengthen in 2019 by the sale of the large residential
development portfolio titled Project Arrow. Located in
Leixlip and Newbridge the combined sites totalled 84.5
acres and was sold for approximately €50m.

Although 2019 recorded strong activity for the Irish
development land market, it is worth noting, that the
number of transactions contracted from 203 in 2018 to
125 in 2019. The decline in transactions was most
prevalent in the sub €5m price bracket, where the
number of sales fell 41% year on year.
Analysing land transactions by lot size reveals that the
largest number of deals transacted for sub €5m, 85
sites. However, this represents a decrease from the 144
sites sold sub €5m in 2018. When investigating turnover
levels by lot size, the €50m+ bracket attracted the
largest value of turnover, 42%.
Notably, the top five deals sold in 2019, account for
approximately €487m of total turnover, illustrating the
fundamental role large sized deals play in the overall
development land market.
Activity in the Irish development land market was largely
driven by Dublin and its neighbouring counties of Kildare,
Meath and Wicklow. Together, these accounted for 84%
of the overall value transacted in the period, or €976m.
Dublin comprised the majority of the activity in the GDA,
accounting for €824m worth of turnover in 2019.
Cork experienced an uptick in activity in the year
contributing to 11% of total turnover with approximately
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DEVELOPMENT LAND TRANSACTIONS BY ASSETS TYPE:
Examining transaction activity by asset type,
residential development sites dominated in 2019, a
continuation of the trend witnessed in 2018. Residential
development sites accounted for 70% or €810m of
total turnover in 2019 and eight of the top ten sales.
Notable residential transactions in 2019 included the
previously mentioned Project Eden, the Drumcondra
Portfolio, and the 10.5-acre site on Sandford Road,
Ranelagh, sold for approximately €65m.
Sites to be used for mixed use development purposes
accounted for €259m or 22% of total turnover in 2019.
This represents a significant increase from the €112m
recorded in 2018. Driving mixed use development
activity was the sale of the aforementioned TUD Kevin
Street Campus for €140m.
Commercial development sites comprised €69m of
total turnover in 2019. Top commercial deals include
Twilfit House, Dublin 1, acquired by Whitbread for
€15m, Albert Quay, Cork, sold for €7m, and the former
Douglas Cinema Site, Cork, sold for €6m. When
compared directly with 2018’s turnover of €346m,
there was a large decrease in investment volumes for
commercial development sites. On the ground insight,
suggests a constraint of suitable commercial sites
being offered in metropolitan areas.

Development Land Transactions by Value and Type,
2019 vs 2018
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IRISH DEVELOPMENT LAND MARKET
THE GREATER DUBLIN AREA
The GDA, comprising of Dublin, Kildare,
Meath and Wicklow, absorbed the vast
majority of development land activity in 2019,
accounting for €976m of total turnover across
76 transactions in 2019. Largely contributing
to this was the activity recorded in the Dublin
market accounting for 84% of the GDA total.
Kildare and Wicklow were the only two counties in the
GDA to experience upticks in turnover levels recorded

in the year, rising to approximately €108m and €18.5m,
respectively in 2019. Conversely, turnover levels
decreased by 25-30% in Dublin and Meath in the year,
falling to €824m in Dublin and €27m in Meath.
Transaction volumes fell across the GDA, from 131 deals
in 2018 to 76 deals in 2019. This represents a 42%
decrease year on year. The sales pipeline for the GDA
appears to be robust for early 2020. At the close of
2019, there was an estimated €300m in sites sale
agreed across the four counties.

Top 5 Transactions in the Greater Dublin Area, 2019
County

Land Type

Size in
Acres
(approx.)

Quarter
Sold

Price
Achieved
(Approx.)

TUD Campus, Kevin Street Lower

Dublin

Mixed Use

3.57

Q3

€140m

Project Eden, Cherrywood

Dublin

Residential

118

Q2

€127m

Drumcondra Portfolio, Drumcondra

Dublin

Residential

19

Q4

€105m

Sandford Road, Ranelagh

Dublin

Residential

10.5

Q4

€65m

Project Arrow, Leixlip & Newbridge

Kildare

Residential

84.5

Q1

€50m

Property

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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IRISH DEVELOPMENT LAND MARKET
REGIONAL CENTRES
When analysing activity outside of Dublin,
an interesting story regarding regional
development unfolds. Approximately €187m
worth of development land transacted in the
regional centres of Cork, Limerick and
Galway combined in 2019. This represents a
robust increase of 34% when compared
with the investment volumes of €140m
recorded in 2018.

Regional Development Land Transactions by Value,
2015 - 2019
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Cork continues to be the most active of the three
regional markets. Approximately €133m worth of
development land spend was recorded in Cork,
representing an annual uplift of 26% from 2018 when
€106m transacted.
The largest deal in Cork in 2019 was the development
land site on Kennedy Quay and Centre Park Road. The
substantial development site, which is located in Cork
city’s prime docklands area, was acquired by O’Callaghan
Properties for €47.5m. Market insight suggests the
proximity of Kennedy Quay and Centre Park Road to the
city centre and the expanding Central Business District
beyond Albert Quay, made the land one of Cork’s most
desirable dockland development sites.
With investment capital deriving from both local and
national developers, the Cork market witnessed healthy
levels of demand in 2019. Investors chased value add
infill sites in the city centre and residential development
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Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research

€187m
€187m worth of development land sold across
the regional centres of Cork, Limerick and
Galway combined in 2019
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land sites. However, market insight suggests a
tightening of available ‘ready-to-go‘ sites with zoned
development potential is leading to an increase in sales
subject to planning permission. Such conditional
transactions are attractive to counterparties as
developers’ planning risks are mitigated and vendors
secure a share in the planning gain premium.
Both the Galway and Limerick development land
markets also experienced an uptick in the value of
transactions recorded in the year. Combined, a total of
approximately €54m transacted across the two
regional markets, compared with just €34m over the
same period in 2018.
Notable transactions in the two smaller regional
centres include the sale of 17.3 acres in Adare, Limerick
for €9m, and University Limerick’s acquisition of the
Former Dunnes Stores, Sarsfield Bridge, Limerick City
for €8m. In Galway, the largest transaction was the sale
of 6 acres on Ballymoneen Road, Galway for €4.5m.
Market intelligence indicates that demand is buoyant in
Limerick and Galway, however, limited availability of
prime high-quality stock could potentially restrain
transaction activity.
Furthermore, a number of significant deals remain sale
agreed across the regional centres at the close of the
year. In excess of €80m was sale agreed across Cork,
Limerick and Galway combined, indicating a strong
momentum heading into 2020.

€80m
At December end 2019, in excess of €80m in
development land was sale agreed across Cork,
Limerick and Galway combined.
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IRISH DEVELOPMENT LAND MARKET
OUTLOOK 2020
The outlook for the development land
market for 2020 remains positive. At yearend 2019, an estimated figure of €380m was
sale agreed across the GDA, Cork, Limerick
and Galway combined. However, challenges
facing the development land market in the
year ahead will likely arise from the current
instability of the Irish political environment.
Concerns exist around some left-wing policy
proposals, such as increasing commercial stamp duty
from 7.5% to 12.5%, resulting in some volatility in
sentiment. In addition to this, market insight points to
the gap between construction price inflation and a
slowing in capital value growth on residential assets
having the potential to impact land pricing in 2020.

Notwithstanding various challenges, fundamentals issues,
such as the large misalignment between the supply and
demand of residential housing stock and the strength of
demand for Dublin office space, in particular the CBD,
should provide confidence for development activity in 2020.
The strength of activity in residential development land
is expected to remain prominent in 2020, underpinned
by the ongoing imbalance between supply and demand.
Residential developers will be particularly encouraged
by the extension of the Help-to-Buy scheme out to
2021, coupled with the weight of capital chasing the
Private Rented Sector.
Commenting on the development land market, John
Donegan, Divisional Director, Development Land,
Cushman & Wakefield, said:

“2019 was another strong year in the development land market with transaction levels
exceeding the €1bn hurdle for a second consecutive year. Sentiment amongst purchasers
remains positive despite some political uncertainty and the continuing Brexit fallout. A
number of large office and residential sites in Q1 2020 will provide an early test for the
strength of the market in 2020.”
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